
This *Sacred Season* is About ... 
Initiation & Renewal of LIFE 

Renewing Your Faith 
Broadening Your Vision 

Consolidating Your Efforts 
Deepening Your Dedication 

Acknowledging a Turning Point 
Initiating a NEW One Year Cycle 

Owning Your Power & Inner Authority 
Assessing & Completing the Past One Year Cycle 

Honoring the New Beginning ~ Return of the Light 
Balancing Your Inner Feelings with Your Outer Actions 
Using the Sacred Season to Rest, Replenish & Ruminate 

      

WINTER Solstice ~ welcomes the new solar year and Initiates the Return of the 
Light. Things appear dormant on the surface, however, much life is developing         
beneath the surface ~ in preparation for Spring. Gradually, as Mother begins to      
withdraw her energy from one side of the Earth, she simultaneously begins to feed the 
other side. Nature begins to slowly reawaken and the Cycle of Life continues. 
       

It is still a time of relative darkness and limited mobility, so you are most supported for 
working behind the scenes, communing with other realms, honoring darkness and     
silence, while receiving, taking in and processing new information, nourishment &      
replenishment. It’s time to clarify your intention for the year and prepare for those  
necessary first steps, new actions & forward movement. Clarifying your overall goal or 
purpose for the year helps create the container that can support & protect it for you. 
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*ISSUES* being brought in to the Light at this time are: 
    

•   Your Foundation & Structure (of your life) 
•   Your Definition of Reality 
•   Your Inner-Authority 
•   Your Personal Responsibility 
•   Your Authentic Purpose  
•   The "Test" You Face (at this time) to Evolve to the Next Level 
•   Your Definition of Emotional & Material Security 
•   Your Career, Reputation & What You're Known For 

    

*HOUSES* being Initiated are the Areas of Life where you need to:  
    

•   Achieve (Capricorn) Something Meaningful (Cancer) 
•   Overcome (Capricorn) Weaknesses (Cancer) 
•   Be Responsible (Capricorn) for Things Near & Dear to Your Heart (Cancer) 
•   Take the Next Step or Create New Step-by-Step Plan  
•   Author a New Story & Create a New Reality 
•   Re-Structure Your Base or Create a New Structure 

•   Create a Completely New Foundation  

•   Define Your Terms on ALL Levels ~ Mental, Emotional, Physical & Spiritual 
       

*QUESTIONS* to Contemplate at Turn of Season: 
     

•   What do you want to accomplish in 1-year? 
Set One Tangible & One Intangible Goal for Your Self 

•   How will you define progress on Monthly? Qtrly? or Semi-Annual basis? 
     Break Your Goals Into Manageable Pieces or Stages of Development 
•   What  completed, ended or died that has cleared space & freed your energy? 
     Give Your Self Credit for Completions & Get Excited About the New Possibilities 
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BREATHE  IN ~ Bring IN from pure thought in to tangible form ... 
        

1st Chakra ~ Earth ~ Beginning/Roots/Survival ~ ORIGINAL STRUCTURE 

2nd Chakra ~ Water ~ Emotions/Sexuality/Creativity ~ RESOURCEFULNESS/DEDICATION 

3rd Chakra ~ Fire ~ Personal Power/Will/Self-Esteem ~ INNER AUTHORITY 

4th Chakra ~ Air ~ Love/Unity/Breath ~ STRENGTH & STABILITY 

5th Chakra ~ Sound ~ Your Voice/Communication ~ SELF-RESPONSIBILITY  

6th Chakra ~ Light ~ Clairvoyance/Intuition/Imagination ~ HEART -BASED DECISIONS 

7th Chakra ~ Thought ~ Wisdom/Understanding/Consciousness ~ RENEWED DEFINITIONS 
       

BREATHE  OUT ~ Release from dense 3-D back to pure consciousness ... 
      

1st Chakra ~ Earth ~ Beginning/Roots/Survival ~ CRACKS & WEAKNESSES IN FOUNDATION  
2nd Chakra ~ Water ~ Emotions/Sexuality/Creativity/Change ~ BOREDOM & APATHY 
3rd Chakra ~ Fire ~ Personal Power/Will/Self-Esteem ~ COMPLICITY & LACK OF INTEGRITY  
4th Chakra ~ Air ~ Love/Unity/Breath ~ WEAKNESS, FEAR & DOUBT 
5th Chakra ~ Sound ~ Your Voice/Communication ~ DEPRESSION & INERTIA 
6th Chakra ~ Light ~ Clairvoyance/Intuition/Imagination ~ DISTANCE & RIGIDITY 
7th Chakra ~ Thought ~ Wisdom/Understanding/Consciousness ~ BORING DEFINITIONS  

*RITUALS* to Ground Your Intent: 
        

A Spiritual Bath ~ to Cleanse Negative Energy from You & Your Aura - Add ingredients below to 
a bath, as hot as you can stand it, and soak for as long as you can, making sure your entire body gets 
submerged in the water.  Meditate on cleansing all dead energy, stagnant energy and negative energy 
off your body, out of your mind & heart and away from your Sacred Space.  Release it to be recycled 
in to useful energy.   
ADD to BATH: 1 Cup of Each = white distilled vinegar + coarse sea salt + baking soda 
Optional:  aromatic essential oils (lavender, mint, lemongrass etc) / candles / incense / music-nature 
sounds ~ anything to further relax and release you from anything weighing you down. 
       

The Burning Bowl ~ to Lovingly Release All Lack, Limitations & Blockages - write down 
everything you want OUT of your life, rip it up, burn it, and take the ashes to living water, thereby 
giving it to God to transform into useful energy. Allow the clearing, grieve and let go. You are     
clearing out any blockages to your current goals and creating a space for the new energy to come in. 

The Chakra Meditation ~ We take a deep breath IN ... and a deep breath OUT ... Spiraling 
through the seven primary Chakras. *WINTER Solstice* is an annual *INITIATION* ~ the time 
when you can initiate and renew the foundation of Life. Creating space to anchor more LIGHT within 
and around you, invites others to love & support you in miraculous ways. Use the oxygen you take IN to carry 
new strength, courage & dedication into every cell of your DNA & use the carbon dioxide that you 
breathe OUT to carry any fear, doubt, weakness & instability  out of every cell of your DNA.  


